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Introduction:

For many years, Sea Urchins have been an ideal organism for observing the mechanisms of cell and developmental

 biology. While they are invertebrates, much of their expression patterns during cleavage, as well as during the late

 blastula and early gastrula, are similar to that of many mammals, including mice and humans. (Morris, 2009)
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Because microscopic evidence suggests that Sea Urchins undergo mitosis in much of the same ways as a human

 embryo, there is a high interest in collecting Sea Urchins and studying their early cellular divisions in vitro. When

 placed in suspension, embryos and the cells that make up there tissues cease their activities. As long as they are fixed in

 either MeOH or block buffer, they won’t divide, making suspension an important means of preparing fixed embryos for

 observation. (Morris, 2009)

An area of interest studying early and late embryonic tissue is the cell cycle. Cells in the earlier stages of

 embryonic development complete and repeat the cell cycle presumably more rapidly than in later stages of embryonic

 development. Presumably, there are also microtubule based structures called cilia, found embedded in the plasma

 membranes of surface embryonic cells. (Morris, 2009)

The microtubule apparatus is an arrangement of microtubule fibers, or simply tubulin polymers, organized into a

 spindle like arrangement, which are generally localized at the centromeric region of the cell. They are characteristic of a

 pre-mitotic cell in the G2 and even more so in the early M phase of the cell cycle. They are also present later in

 Anaphase and early Telophase before the mitotic spindle dissolves. An important characteristic of the apparatus is the

 chromosomal DNA which runs along various points of the spindle and is arranged in a perpendicular line at the

 spindles center during Metaphase.

(Morris, 2009)

As a representative character of the M (mitosis) phase of the cell cycle, clusters of microtubule-based spindle

 appatai are likely to be present in a cell stage undergoing mitosis. Since mitosis occurs more frequently during the

 cleavage stages of the embryonic development, it is likely there will be more spindle apparati in a cleavage stage

 embryo, (represented by a four cell and 16-cell embryo), than in a ciliated blastula or early gastrula stage of later

 embryonic development. Thus, it is expected that the proportion of Lyticinus Pictus embryonic cells in the M phase of

 the cell cycle, that are present in a cleavage stage embryo slide, will be greater than the proportion of M phase cells in a

 later stage embryonic slide of Lyticinus Pictus.
 
Materials and Methods:
 
            Lyticinus Pictus, (White Urchin) embryos of various stages of development were fixed overnight in a buffer

 solution of 50mL MeOH, that had been stored for 30-60min at -80 degrees Celsius, as described in Henson et. Al,

 2008. Prior to fixation, the embryos were pelleted in a hand centrifuge, (“2 seconds per revolution, 10 seconds total.”)

 The supernatant was aspirated and the pellet of embryos was suspended. The buffer was then divided into epindorph

 tubes, (15mL per tube, 20 mL of stock left over.) 0.5 mL of the pellets of 16 cell and a Gastrula cell stage embryos

 were added to the buffer to complete the fixation process. (Henson et. Al., 2008)
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24 hours later, the suspended embryos were transferred to slides, using a transfer pipette, from the epindorph

 tubes, as described in Henson et. Al, 2008. A humidity chamber was prepared inside a large petri dish, with empty

 epindorph tubes serving as pedestals for the 100% ethanol coverslips, which were rinsed with kimwipes, and soaked in

 protamine sulfate. After the embryonic cells were added, 100% PBS-T along with 3% BSA was added to rinse each

 cover. Finally block buffer was added to each coverslip. (Henson et. Al, 2008)

            24 hours later, each embryo was incubated within the humidity chambers for 5-10 min within 3 sequential

 reagents. For each incubation, slides designated as negative control received 100% dilutions of PBS-T+ BSA block

 buffer, and those designated as experimental received dilutions of block buffer, with the rest containing 10% antibody

 or another reagent. The experimental embryos first received FITC (Florochrome) tagged antibodies for acetylated

 tubulin. Then those embryos received antibodies for acetylated tubulin antibodies. In the second round of incubation,

 the experimental embryos received FITC tagged antibodies for alpha tubulin. In the final round of incubation, the

 embryos received [0.01] of Hoescht Reagent. After cleanup, embryos were preserved in chambers overnight in a room

 temperature drawer and than transferred to a refrigerator prior to imaging.

(Henson et. Al.)

            Images were acquired on a Nikon E400 Epiflouresence microscope with standard Hoescht, FITC, and

 Rhodamine fluorescent filter sets, using Spot advanced software on a Spot inside camera from diagnostic instruments.

 (Morris, 2009)

 

 

 

 

Results: The following images are 287 microns across the horizontal axis.

Cleavage stage embryos: 4 cells and 16 cells:
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In the above two pictures, multiple embryo’s were captured in a single point in time on the slide. The first picture is a

 four cell cleavage-stage embryo and the second picture is a 16 cell cleavage stage embryo. The representative image in

 the four-cell picture is the center embryo. The representative for the 16-cell picture is the embryo nearest to the top left

 corner of the picture.

 In both of the images, every visible cell has a mitotic spindle. The spindles fluoresce green, as caused by the FITC

 antibody for alpha tubulin. The chromosomal DNA is highlighted blue by the Hoescht solution. In the first image, all of

 the cells are visible at recognizable resolution. In the second image, only about half of them are visible. This is because

 the microscope captured light from one face of the two faced 16 cell embryo, so we have about 8 visible cells. For the

 purpose of analysis, it can be assumed that the proportion of visible cells with mitotic spindles is representative of the

 entire embryo. Those cells also have mitotic spindles present. Because every cell has a spindle, the proportion of cells
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 in the M phase of the cell cycle is presumably 1:1 or 100%.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Later stage embryos: Cilated Blastula and Gastrula
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The first picture above shows an embryo in the ciliated blastulae stage and the second picture demonstrates the gastrula

 stage of development. The representative image in the first picture is the left hand embryo and the representative image

 in the second is the foreground embryo. The number of cells in the ciliated blastula is roughly between 128 and 256, so

 approximately 200 cells. Of those 200, approximately one half, (100 cells), are visible.

Of those 100 visible cells, only 12-13 are recognizably in M phase, where the green fluorescent spindle apparatus along

 with the blue staining chromosomal DNA is clearly visible. There are also red staining instances of tubulin in these

 images, especially among those cells along the surface, but it is assumed that those are ciliary tubulin. Therefore it can

 be assumed that the 200 cell blastula only has 25 cells that are certainly in the M phase of the cell cycle. Therefore, the

 ratio of later embryonic cells in or near M phase to those that is clearly not in M phase, 1:8 or 12.5%.

The following bar graph compares the sample proportion of cleavage embryonic cells in M phase against the sample
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 proportion of later embryonic cells in M phase. The first category is the cleavage stage embryos and the second

 category is respectively the later stage embryos.

Discussion:

It is assumed that Mitotic spindles fluoresce green and are therefore bound to alpha tubulin because they exhibit a

 property called dynamic instability, meaning they are always polymerizing and depolymerizing rapidly. The later stage

 embryos had some red fluorescing acetylated tubulin at the surface layer of cells, as where the earlier stage embryos did

 not. Since those cells on the surface of a blastula or gastrula are presumed to have cilia, it can be assumed that the

 tubulin that fluoresce red are ciliary and not mitotic

 As hypothesized, there were more cells in the M phase of the cell cycle of cleavage stage embryos than in later stage

 embryos. However, it is still presumed, based on previous scientific discovery that cells in later development, like the

 cells in early development, are consistently progressing through the cell cycle, and hardly ever pause or enter cell cycle

 arrest, (hence they never transition into the G0 phase.) The known difference is that cleavage occurs at a higher rate

 during cleavage than during later development. Therefore, the reason for there being more M phase cells present at a

 fixed point in time in cleavage embryos compared to later embryos, is likely that the cleavage embryos cycle through

 the cell cycle and divide in synchrony; hence every one of them had a spindle apparatus present when its neighbor did.

 This suggests that as development continues and the rate of cell cycle progression and repetition slows down, so does

 the organization of cell cycle progression. It can be assumed that either spontaneously or by other causal influences, the

 cells slows down their rates of cell cycle progression at different rates. In other words, the deceleration of the cell cycle

 differs from cell to cell at later stages of development.

 Future experiments would include using calculus and a time lapse Spot camera to track the changes in cell cycle

 completion, repetition, and progression rates. The camera can collect time data along with continuous photos over fixed

 intervals and calculus can determine when how fast the deceleration rates change; when do they increase or decrease if

 at all and how fast do they increase or decrease. Calculus can also be used to model the rate of change in deceleration

 differentiation; when do differences in progression rates start to occur, how does the number of different progression
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 rates in a sample of cells increase or decrease, and when and how do they diverge.
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